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Paperback Purgatory

Er, yes. Why was there a duplication of Maureen Speller's
review of Greg Bear's ~UEEN OF ANGELS 10 PIs 91 and 90?
No excuses, no smart repartee: it's Just that after years
and years of lotens1ve and expensive traloing 10 the
noble art of shuffling documents your editor is unable to
tell the difference between an "10" tray and an "out"
tray.

More serious, and as jar as I'm concerned, more annoying,
cock-ups have taken place, though. Last issue I mentioned
not havlog received as many books for review 10 PI as had
arr i ved las t year, with the impl1ca tion tha t this lead to
a shortfall 10 reviews. With time to spare, I did some
checklog . . . and discovered that, wh1le the declloe 10
pUblishlog was accurately charted, it would have helped
no end if a) books which I had sent to reviewers had
actually arrived, and b) reviews posted to me had in fact
/fot to me. At least a dozen reviews this year have not
appeared, it seems, because of the 1nabllity of the Pos t
Office to carry out its contract. I find this not
satisfactory at all. All I can do is apologise to
pUblishers, auth.ors, and reviewers of books which have
not been mentioned in PI, and hope that this frustrating
situation will not be repeated too often. Meanwhile, if
you're a regular PI reviewer and you either haven't heard
from me for a while or you've sen t reviews which haven't
appeared, it might help if you got in touch.
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BACK I SSLIES
Stck Issun of PI art lVillable trOI ~AUREEN SPELLER, 60 Bournelouth
Road, Folkntone, k.nt CTl9 SAZ.

PI reviewer ~hri5 HClrt hCl5 recen tly produced Cl mogClzine
caled THE PSEIJDO-NYMPH which is a selection of llIaterial
culled from the New Science Fiction Alliance magazines
AU/furies, BBR, Dream, Nova SF, The SCClnner and Works. It
locludes fiction by Peter T. Garret t, Dave '101' Hughes,
Dorothy Dav1es, Andrew A. Eas twood, Chr1s Naylor, David
Hast, and D.F. Lewis, with poems by Andrew Darlington,
1.P.V Stewart, El1zabeth H1llman, and Ann Keith and an
ar ticle on Michael Moorcock's BEHOLD THE MAN by Joe
Radjord. Many of the stories are newly illustrated by
Kevin Cullen, Dreyfus, Colin P. Davies. Arthur Moyse, Nik
Morton, Alan Hunter, David Stephenson, Steve Walker and
James Koehnlloe.

Quite a star-studded llIagazloe, elthough ~hr1s is at palos
to polot out that THE PSEIJDO-NYMPH is not a "best-of"
collection as such but "a sample of what the magaZloes
have to offer-. Peter T. Garrett's 'Voices of Other Times'
froll DREAM (which I believe has been relaunched under a
new title) makes a Justifiably strong lead story: 10 en
alternate-historical settlog an experiment with hypnotic
regression shows evidence for somethlog other than
relocarnation. ~ons1der1ng that DREAM, with its sometimes
hysterical ent1-experimental stance, was a magazlne I
always jelt the weakest of the NSFA stable, for it to

have published stories of this quality suggests 1 should
have s tuck with it.

Also outstanding was Dorothy Dav1es's 'Night Games' (from
'Nova SF') which successfully managed to fuse several
genres t rom Dark fan tasy to Cyberpunk - it's tough on the
streets in this peculiar dreamwor Id! Dav1es tended to



show up David Hast's 'Crime Watcher' (BEl?> which tended to
sag in the middle due to shifts of Viewpoint. Andrew A.
Eastwood's 'The Crime Of John Stroud' appeared as a two
parter in WORKS. There, 1 didn't feel it was strong enough
to stand the split given the long gap between issues. It
works much better now that the reader is given the
chance to see it as a whole. WORKS editor Dave W Hughes
appears in his own right as an author with 'The Song of
the Shapes' (THE SCANNER: an in teres ting exercise in
synaesthesia. The ubiquitous DF. Lewis appears with a
short-short entitled 'Hadge': the contents page classes it
as "poetry" and thiS 15 not wholly inaccurate, for the
main characteristic is atmosphere rather than plot (it is
graced with a superb Kevin Cullen illustration). Finally, a
nice change of tone is given by Chris Naylor's ghost
story 'The Ragged Boy' (AuguriEos).

An excellent realisation of a good idea, 7be PSEUDO-NYMPH
is available for £2.25 from Chris Hart at 16 Walker Ave
Great Lever, Bolton BL3 2DU. Individual NSFA magazines ca~
be ordered from Chris Reed, PO Box 625, Sheffield, SI 3GY
(a s.a.e. for the latest catalogue might be a good idea).

Also from the NSFA stable is the latest AUGURIES (#14)
from Nik Morton (£1.75 or £7.00 for four from IHk Morton,
48 Anglesey Road, Alverstoke, Gosport, Hants Po12 2EQ).
This is the "Green issue" and contains fiction and poetry
with an ecological/conserva tionist slant. People do tend
to get all mystical and po-faced when caring for the
Earth and one or two pieces here don't escape that, but
there's an interesting father/son dialogue in the diptych
'Dreams and Raspberry Wine' and 'The Paradisical Dangers'
showing the same confrontation written by Duncan Adams
and his son. veCTOR reviews editor Chris Amies has
powerful undercurrents in his story 'Zero SUllmer' but I
think someone got there with the image of the mysterious
monolith before ... ! Eliot Smith's 'Consumer Goods' has
a bioengineered mother of the future ticking her son off
for eating unsuitable foods - in this case, fresh
vegetables! 'The Ice Child' by Ian Arden is the issue's
best story, though, with a message as much about
misunderstanding the past as exploiting the planet.

And now the moment you've all been waiting for: it's -

COMPETITION CORNER

Thanks everyone .ho entered the cOlpetitlon In PI 91, and IpeclAl
thanks to Virgin Books: the .inners, .ho correctly identified
Sophie Aldred, Tile And Relltlve DiltnllOn In Space, and the rlverl
Tigris and Euphrates, were· 6toffrty Pitchford, C,P. Jones, Philip
J, Knight, W, J. Powell, and Steve Jonll. By the tll. you rlld thll
you should have your prizes; If not, contact IN.

This illue's cOlp.titlon IS bned around Orbit Books' August 1991
SF & F prolotion, .hlch luturn flV. pap.rbacks: RA"A 11 by Arthur
C, Cluke • Gentry Lu; SONG OF THE DANCING 6005 by Jlck L.
Chalker; KNIGHT OF SIlAOOWS by Roger Z.lazny, 6RU"BLES FRO/I THE
GRAVE edited by Virginia Heinrtln, and ORPHAN OF CREATION by Roger
"acBnde Alien, R.vien 01 th.se bookl .i 11 appur In the nut
Issue Of 1'1 il I can't IquUZt th.. In here: although the rtVlew
COPies did not arrive until I .n on holiday, L,J. Hunt has done
.onders In rudlng and r.vltwing the books In the Ihort tll. I glv.
hiM. Unfortunat.ly it lookl as though I .on't hut the Ipac. to
feature thtl .ithout a thoroughgOing r.dtSlgn of the iIlU',
HRud.r'l voic.: 'And lilt illu. h. was cOlplalning b.caule h. had
no t enough lat.r ial !'»

Thanks to th. kindn'lI of Orbit books, 1ft hlv. FIVE uti of the
featur.d bookl ut nidI for five p.opl••ho can anller the
follOWing Incr.dlbly dilllcult quntions .nd Iurvive In .ncounter
.i th the Lordl Of Chane.:

I) Na.e another Arthur, C, Clark./Gentry Let collaboration.

2) What dotl the 'A' Itand for In Robert A, Heinlein?

Answerl plene to the PI .dltorial address by the copy date
Indiclted on P. 2.
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Closer

Encounters/r,
~.

Robed N. Charrette - - CHOCSE YOUR EIlEMIES CAREFULLY
(ROC, 1991, 373pp, £4.50)

TOil De Haven - - WALKER OF WORU>S (ROC, 1991, 342 pp,
£6.99)

Neil Gaillan 6 Alex Stewart <Eds) - - TEMPS (ROC, 1991,
354pp, £4 .50)

RA. Salvatore - - ECHOES <F THE FOURTH MAGIC (ROC, 1991,
318pp, £4.50)

(Reviewed by Andy Sawyer)

This 1s the first paCkage from Roe, the new SF & F
imprint from Penguin mentioned last issue, and comes with
plenty of glossy publicity, an author tour, a fan club,
and invitation to yet another launch part>· I don't get to.
(Memo. to all pUblishers: Chester or Liverpool make jolly
good sites for launch parties, I mean, why should the
London-based critics and reviewers have all the fun ..
budgets, pah! I sneer at 'em!)

I think Penguin have acknowledged that their SF & F
line has for a long time been sadly unimaginative, and I'm
speaking politely. My glossy publicity folder declares ROC
to be "where man meets .magic and machine at the limits
of the imagination" so the necessary question 1s, is it?

On first sight,· the artwork of three of the four
books doesn't seem designed to attract the "upmarket" SF
fan. ECHOES OF THE FOURTH MAGIC shows a comic-looking
dwarfish wizard gazing upon some green-skinned goblinoids
riding ill-drawn reptiles, which I must say is a good
reflection of its contents. A submarine gets cau·ght in
the Bermuda Triangle (are people still reading books
about the Bermuda Triangle?) and flung into a far-future
world which has passed through a nuclear holocaust to a
sub-Tolkienian world of Brown wastes, Black Worlocks, and
Crystal Mountains. Incredibly clum:slly written, riddled
with cliche, this is the same as before so far as a "new
look" is concerned. It's a completely pointless book, which
would be rejected as bogus by anyone over the age of ten.

CHOOSE YOUR ENEMIES CAREFULLY is slightly slicker 
there's a fetish is tic hint of sombre shaded menace and
tight clothing about the cover, as befits a story based
upon the Shl!ldowrun RPG which fuses cyberpunk and
traditional fantasy genres in what could be an explosive
mixture. I've not seen the game, only reports of it, but
it seems to have an interesting scenario. This book is
the second part of a series, and has some good moments
hiddenin the background (I liked the DrUid-dominated

Britain, and the cyberjock elf) but the words on the page
and the story those words tell don't live up to the
intrigUing premise of the gameworld itself.

I still haven't worked out why a shared-world
anthology of superhero stories should have a flying
penknife upon the cover unless there's to be introduced a
character whose power is that he can tranform himself
into small useful instruments (if there isn't, perhaps
there ought to be ... Hello, Midnight Re-se people. .?)
Once you've got over that, there's a collection of good,
witty stories reminiscent of the American 'Wild Cards'
series but more sardonically downbeat, less melodramatic:
Fritfsh superheroes are kept on a monthly retainer by a
government department and have powers which don't
necessarily lend themselves to posturing in colourful
costumes anyway: Liz Holliday's character can make people
fall in love with each other, while David Langford's can
teleport beer. Both writers produce cracking stories out
of this unlikely scenario. Most of the stories, in fact,
have a resonance outside the basic settings which makes
them successful as something other than "gimmick"



stories: Colin Greenland's "Nothing Special" is a wry story
about an Asian youth; Brian Stableford's "The Oedipus
Effect" is about scientific theory, and Roz Kaveney's
"A Lonely Impulse" opens with some neat lesbian-feminist
parody with one of the characters ending up living the
debate between paranormal power and ideology.

Most stories share this if not humorous then
certainly oblique approach, with David V. Barrett's ''The
Rose Garden" offering a more lyrical counterpoint to the
main theme. Occasionally, it goes slightly over the top:
"Pitbull Brit tain" by Jack Yeovil (Kim Newman) is a lovely
parody of the Bulldog DruDltllond" stories but there really
ought to be a competition appended: to identify the
number of in-jokes about fellow contributors to the TEMPS
concept ... !

TEMPS is an excellent anthology: full marks to ROC
for this, a t leas t.

WALKER OF WORLDS is a fantasy, part one of a series,
and features a sword on the atmospheric cover (which,
however, doesn't seem to illustrate any of the characters
in the book) but is as different from ECHOES OF THE
FOURTH MAGIC as chalk from cheese. To say it's a fantasy
about characters from our world finding themselves in
another, and trying to preven t the walls between worlds
being breached, and the ensuing chaos, would be true. It
wouldn't, however, highlight the magnificently quirky
na ture of the story, told partly from the Viewpoint of
the characters from Lostwithal - Jack, a walker, Squintik,
a Mage - and partly from the view of twentieth-century
Americans including Jere Lee, a bag lady, Herb, the
chauffeur to a drug millionaire who has some very nas ty
skeletons in his cupboard (but is not, actually, the
vilhin that this description suggests), Money Campbell,

the millionaire's mistress, and Greebo, who we first meet
cleaning car windows after having had his memory erased.

De Haven's staccato writing style sometimes grates,
but underlies the imagistic revelation of his strange
world where animals can SUddenly be invested with human
c·~nsciousness and a veritable bureaucracy of magic
exists. Most fantasies set up the world and moral
conflict in the first three chapters; by the end of this
first volume you, like the characters, are still confused
about how all this jigsaw fits together, and suspect that
while Eugene Bowman, a sad, stupid, weak and guilty man,
is not exactly the villain of the piece, his adversary
(an investigative journalist) is not exactly the hero 
ye t. WALKER OF WORLDS offers welcome strangeness to the
fan tasy genre.

To sum up Roc: a fifty percent hit-rate, but by the
standards of Penguin's previous output that's a huge
increase in quality.

Gardner Doz1os (ed,) - - THE LEGEND BOOK Of' 9:IENCE
FICTION <Legend, 1991, 672pp, £8.99)

(Reviewed by L. J. Hurst)

This is a best of, or sampler, "an excellent contemporary
collection" it says on the cover. Gardner Dozios brought
together twenty-six stories, beginning with Damon Knight's
'The Country of the Kind' (1955), and ending with Bruce
Sterling's 'Dori Bangs' (1989). Broken down by decade the
count is: fiities - 4 stories, sixties - 8, seventies - 4,
eighties - 10. This weighing is partly intentional - "the
1970s and 1980s are the periods that have been the least
extensively mined for anthologies to date, and so I
decided to lean slightly in their direction to
compensate". He also avoided frequently anthologised
stories, although several in here were in his BEST NEW
SF 4 published last year, and only four stories from the
70s decade seems low compared with one per year from the
second part of. the fifties. What availability partly has
to do with is how many stories were pUblished, and the
dearth of SF magaZines in the seventies - SF short
stories and pUblishing economics have a very close
rela tionship.

Is this a good sampler of SF? Wha t does it tell us
about SF? Most people who knew the names would think
that a collection that included Cordwainer Smith, Samuel
R. Delany, Brian W. Aldiss, Gene Wolfe and William Gibson
would be a good one, and I'm not going to disagree. What
this anthology seems to lack is a definition of what
science fiction is all the stories here made an
impression on Dozios, but was it because they were SF?
Is it only SF that impresses him? For instance, Theodore
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Sturgeon's 'The Other Celia', about something that swaps
skins at night and works as a shop assistant by day but·
is otherwise totally boring, could just as easily be
called' horror as SF. Cordwainer Smi th 's 'Mo ther Hit ton's
Littul Kittons' is introduced as being by a man who was
an expert on psychologicel warfare, but the story is
about invaders being Wiped out by psy-war hate rays,
scientific nonsense. \SF may have nothing to do with
scientific accuracy, though). In Howard Waldrop's 'The
Ugly Chickens' a young researcher discovers that Dodos
were bred until the 1920s on a chicken ranch <not a
brothel) in Mississippi, kept by hicks too stupid to know
what they had, or not to eat thell for a final banquet
before the depression. It's fiction about science, but is
it science fiction?

On the other hand, perhaps I'd say that a story like
Jack Vance's 'The Moon Moth' shows the value of SF
perfectly, a thriller based on cultural relatiVism, about a

human consul on an alien planet, and the problems a
stranger encounters with new standards, but also how
those standards' are intrinsic to society. And there are
more like tha t.

So, this anthology brings together stories from
several strands of SF, but without making it clear that
SF is multi-braided, and without any attempt to relate
these many limbs to a single heart. A lot of people who
read this, though, may not notice that.

John Clute, Lee MontgolMlr1e and !lav1d Pr1ngIe (ads.) - 
IIfTERZOHE: TIlE 5TH AHTHOI..OGY {HEL, 1991, 208pp, £5.99)

<Reviewed by Lynne B1spham)

On the evidence of this anthology, the final frontier is
no longer at the outer reaches of the galaxy but back on
Earth. Writers, both long established and relative
newcomers, seem fascinated by the possibilities of
bio-engineering. In 'Piecework' by David Brin, a bizarre
form of surrogate pregnancy hes become a means of
industrial production, while in Ian McDonald's 'Listen',
what appears to be a plague threatening humanity's
existence is revealed as a symbiosis between man and
machine that will lead to e new stage in human evolution.
Phillip Mann's 'An Old Fashioned Story' describes an
attempt to repair a female "Syntho companion", and makes
a telling comment on sexist attitudes. The atmospheric
and compelling 'Mosquito' by Richard Calder features
"liVing dolls", some highly valued, some regarded as cheap
whores, and a sad but memoreble protagonist. Sadness
also pervades Ian R MacLeod's 'Well Loved', in which
characters can swop bodies with one another. The reader
can guess the outcome of this story, but still pities the
central character.

In contrast, in 'Looking Forward to the Harvest',
Cherry Wilder gives us a pastoral future and the ability
to look forwards and backwards in time. Stories from
Brian Aldiss and Lan Watson consider man's attitude to
death and the East-West divide respectively, and these
themes also occur, although treated rather differently, in
'Visiting the Dead'. This impressive debut from William
King portrays a fully realised near-future in which a
woman from the "Overtowns" visits a decaying society on
earth here we also meet the products of
bio-engineering

This is not a thematic anthology, but a tendency to
be earth-bound is apparent in all fifteen stories which
go to make up this book. The majority of these stories
are of a high-calibre, all are readable, and the book is
certainly well-worth purchasing. Dating as they do from
1989/90 (all but two previously published in Interzone),
they are perhaps the products of their time. Maybe the
final comment on the end of the 80s should be given to
Nicholas Royle whose 'SCUlptor's Hand' is not so much
science fiction as anti-Tory wish-fulfilment - a reminder
that SF is still the genre of subversion, even if it lacks
the optimism to reach for the stars.
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(Reviewed by Jon Wallace.)

StepbBl lones • R_say tampbell <edsr-BEST HEW HORROR 2
(Robinson, 1991, 433pp, f7 .99)

Thomas Ligotti looks back a bit towards H. P.
Lovecraft togive us a new look at strange rituals in a
small Mid-Western town.

''The woman in the audience was almost transparent in
the bleed of light from the baby spots and the pinlights
washing Chris as she worked." 'Jane Doe f112'

A fantasy/sf novel, ALEPH is a sequel to THE MONSTROUS
REGIMENT. On the planet Artemis, Corinna Trotgarden and
her friends have fled the feminis t tyranny of Silven City
to the uninhabited north, where they have established the
new town of Freespace. Strange events, of a routinely
mystical nature, occur in the community, which,
Freespacers suspect, are connected somehow wi th the
Greylids - Artemis' semi-mythical indigenes.

Meanwhile, back in Silven, the regime is reluctllntly
undergoing a process of glllsnost, even to the extent of
allowing 11 prospector for an interplllnetary tourist
company to explore the planet's outback. He, too, begins
to experience the aforementioned strange events.

I can't quite put my finger on whllt's wrong with this
book - and, on past form, many thousands of readers won't
think there's lInything wrong with it - but I found it
almost unreadable. The charllcters, though well-enough
drawn, bored my socks off; they all seem rather perfectly
defined, with no rough or overlapping edges. The story
is fairly interesting, if not eXlIctly of mind-boggling
novelty, but tllkes forever for lInything to happen, and
when it does it's exactly what (lInd how) you thought it
would be.

The whole book seems to take plllce in slow-motion,
so that even when the action is actually going on, there
is no quickening of the blood: lInd while the plot contains
the requisite amount of conflict, it seems to be only or.
the surface, like a duck swimming upside-down.

in the book are of in teriors -- clothes, hair, furnishings
-- while descriptions of the exteriors (farms, the
marshes, the forests) are so perfunctory that one has
great difficulty imagining what Artemis actually looks
like. This only highlights its unlikely economics -- like
too many SF writers who build worlds of their own,
Constantine doesn't seem to grasp the level of economic
and social organisation required to sustain an advanced
urban ciVilisation, and the proposition that her wealthy
sybaritic city of Silven Cresent (where no one seems to
do any work) could be supported by the hunter-gatherer
agriculture practised by the marsh farms is absurd.

(Reviewed by Mat Coward)

Storm Constantine - - Al.EPH (Orbit, 1991, 314pp, f7.99)

As if that wasn't enough, we also have the "smeerp"
problem: the notion that to make a place sound alien you
invent new names for the flora and fauna. Felids,
smooms, dank beasts, shemble-frack: a meaningless raft of
them. It's as tedious now as it was forty years ago.

(Orbit,

While this book is maybe not as much for the
non-horror fan as New Horror 1, it is definitely worth
acqUiring for the dedicated and borderline fan,

This collection follows the format set by its predecessor,
an introduction examining the year (1990) in horror and
an endpiece, a necrology of "those writers, artists,
performers and film-makers who made many important
contributions to the genre of the fantastique during
their lifetimes, and who passed away in 1990 .....

In between, the editors present 28 of the best
horror fiction of 1990 culled from collections and
magazines.

It's always difficult to review the second volume of
a collection, especially when the first one was so good
and groundbreaking. But this collection isn't worse than
the firs tone, bu t it is dif ferent. The 5 tories are less
straightforward, more off-the-wall than in the last
volume. This reflects a general change in the field, the
easy stuff, the gore and the straight stories have been
written, the innovative writer has to go somewhere else.

Harlan E1115on, for example goes to New Orleans and
a new twist on the ghost story.

"My interest in the town of Mirocaw was first aroused
when I heard that an annual festival was held there which
promised to include, to some extent, the participation of
clowns among its other elements of pageantry." 'The Last
Feast of Harlequin'

(Reviewed by Joseph Nicholas)

Storm Constantine - - TIlE MONSTROUS REGDlENT
1991, 344pp, f3.99)

It's some time since I've felt too embarrassed by the
cover of a book to read it in public, bu t tha t was the
case with this one: a scantily clad woman with large
nippled breas ts standing amids t some fleshy pink flowers
shaped like vaginal labia, with prominent clitori. Apart
from its dubious value as an adolescent wank object, it's
irrelevant to the story, which concerns power relations
between the sexes rather than sex itself.

THE MONSTROUS REGIMENT is set on the planet Artemis,
colonised by feminists and their male supporters escaping
the dominant patriarchal culture elsewhere to found a
goddess-worshipping agricultural matriarchy. The
matriarchy has since become oppressive and most men
reduced to slaves; and the ruler now has plans to
separa te the sexes altogether and herd men in to
concentration camps. Against her stands a charismatic
male without whom a rebellion can't succeed, but who
spends most of the book on the run. Events are told
mainly from the viewpoint of a young farm girl he
encounters in the first few Chapters: she is taken to the
city to serve at the ruler's court and naturally falls in
with the insurrectionists. The rebel male, meanwhile,
encounters the planet's ancient inhabitants, who transform
him into an alien equipped with various superpowers; he
eventually returns to slay the ruler.

The pace of this rather improbable narrative is
hugely uneven. The action scenes are compressed, so that
what ought to be climactic stages on the way to the
denouement are over almost before they've begun -- in
one instance the events happen offstage and are
summarised afterwards -- while in an attempt to ~evelop

the characters inordinate wordage is lavished on their
conversations, thoughts and feelings (but to no avail;
they all sound identical>. The most detailed descriptions

Storm Constant1ne - - IIERNE1B:H (Headline, 1991, 502pp,
£4.99)

(Reviewed by Steven Tew)

Hermetech, as you probllbly know, is the science of
orgasmic energy potential. Ari Famber is the product of
a secret, probably illeglll, genetic experiment conducted
by her long dead and revered fllther, Ewan. Ewan's theory
was that sexual energy can forge a link with the
fundamental energies of reality: in the height of sexual
stimullltion, Ari will be able to step outside the bounds
of space and tine. The book opens as Ari reaches the
onset of puberty in a state of more thlln usual sexual
disorientation. The plot concerns Ari's lellving of her
childhood home in the sticks, journeying through the
ecologically rllvaged deserts to the domed ci ty of Arcady
where she hlls to deal with the tremendous power she has
access to.

The strengths of HERMETECH lie in its compelling
narrlltive, fascinllting backgroWld, setting lInd colourful
characters. I am alwllys wary of nellr-future horror
stories, given media and commercial exploitation of
'green' issues, but Constllntine's tackling of the issues as
11 background to her novel is wholly convincing. Her
poli tical I actions include those who seek to tackle the
ecologiclll dellth of the planet by the use of technology,
lInd those who believe humllni ty should lellve the plllnet
altogether so that Gaia clln heal herself. Her desserts
are reminiscent of North America at its most lIrid: the
'jellycrusts' who inhabit it - so called because of the



goo they wear to protect their skin trom UV - are llke
Na tive Amencans. The domed city ot Arcady, with its
high class brothels, seedy tatooists, mysterious
underground passages, is peopled by pros titu tes and
pimps, ruthless assassins and unethical surgeons - it
makes for entertaining reading.

The characters are varied and engaging. Ari's mother
is a convincing broken-down lush. Ewan Famber is the
genius scientist who sees his daughter as a scientific
experimen t, taking time to come to terms with her and
others. Zambia Crevoceur is a fascinating portrait of a
prostitute who iinds dignity and self esteem after a most
unusual 'sex Change' operation. Constantine does a fine
job of humanising her characters, giving depth and feeling
to the homosexual relationship oi Cabochan and Jordan.
She brings the almost Heinleinian i igure of Emanuel Hiram
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Lazar IV seli-maae, fantastically rich and poweriul
owner oi an underground farm, who's basically a macho
sexist boor of a man - into human perspective, without in
any way aestroying the attractions of the rural

underground world he has created.
For me, HERMETECH is successiul because oi the

richness and variety of its characters and the accuracy
with which Cons tan tine explores their motiva tions.
Impressive, too, is the convincing portrait of varied
settings - Ari's rural home, the parched and polluted
desserts, the underground farm, the teeming city. Its
blend of Hard science iiction and mysticism, and the skill
with which Constantine makes a human story out of what
lesser writers would turn into a power fantasy, makes for
entertaining and engrossing reading.

R E v I E w s
Jaaes B11sh AFTBR SUCH IIOYLBDGB
<Legend, 1991, 730pp, t5.99)

<Reviewed by Barman Beswick)

Science defines itself against other systems of thought.
Science fiction cannot avoid, and is often stimulated by,
the contrast with religion - and I suspect the reverse
may also be true.

Blish found his title in T. S. Eliot's 'Gerontion'
and applied it to a group of his own books which, though
different from one another, collectively consider the
spiritual dileJllmas posed by the human quest for
knOWledge. "After such knOWledge, what forgiveness?"
Now Legend has brought out all four together in a
single, well-designed and inexpensive volume, and the
books gain enormously from each other's company.

In DOCTOR IIIRABILIS, a fine historical novel, the
scientific idea takes shape in Roger Bacon, 13 ..... century
scholar: reading, lecturing, experimenting, travelling,
always compulsively writing: trapped by church politics,
imprisoned as a heretic for thirteen years: released and
returning, too frail, too late, to his long-planned
magnum opus.

Theron 'iare, in the two linked novels BLACK EASTER
and THE DAY AFTER JUDGEJIlEJT, is a 20~h century black
magician who has risked his eternal soul for knowledge 
of, among other things, quasars. A commission from an
American arms magnate precipitates Armageddon, and
Dante's City of Dis appears in Death Valley. Despite
some unevenness there is sharp humour and a virtuoso
use of precise science fiction language to describe
magical and theological concepts.

A CASE OF COJSCIENCE is "about a man, not a body
of doctrine", but Father Raman Ruiz-Sanchez is both a
2l·~ century biologist and a Jesuit priest. One of a
team investigating the planet Lithia, he COmes up against
an agonising spiritual dilemma, allowing 81ish full scope
for a humane exploration of the religious and scientific
modes of perception. The subtle g11mpses of evil in
action show how deeply B11sh understood the religious
sensibility. Even if, 11ke so many of us, a declared
"agnostiC with no position in these matters", he could
not make a full commitment.

A splendid volume, therefore, and all praise to
Legend - except for the proof-reading. The content of
pages 520/521 should be reversed: similarly with pages
553/554, and 577/578. Roger Bacon's copyists did worse,
of course, but. Legend were desolate when I pointed it
out.

DllVid Brin - - EARTH tFuturll, 1990, 751pp, £4.99)

tReviewed by Sue Thomllson)

Described by the author as "a novel", this book is a
patchwork of intercut long and short stories and quasi
factual reportage, describing life in, on, and around our
planet and the significant factors affecting that llle.
set iHty years in the iuture irom "now". As an exercise

in skewed extrapolation it is fascinating, as a multilevel
fictional documentary of a planetary culture it is
intrigUing. As a novel it falls apart.

The book opens shortly after physicist Alex Lustig
has created a small black hole and lost it somewhere in
the Earth's mantle. He is convinced the black hole will
decay harmlessly, others t ear it will grow and consume
the Earth. Monitoring equipment is rapidly developed and
deployed to discover that Alex's hole is indeed
decaying, but that there's another, much bigger black hole
down there. lA third black hole turns up in another plot
strand.) Throw in some nasty superpowerful aliens, the
invention of the graVity laser, a devastated set of
planetary ecosystems, rapid advances in IT and ar tif icial
intelligence, the transfer of a human mind to a support
medium nobody has thought of before -- and you end up
witnessing the birth of the Goddess Gaia. Brin has
deployed FAR to many special eHects to allow me to
retain any belief in EARTH as a realistic depiction of a
near-iuture world. But many of Brin's ideas and
specula lions are fascinating, his in terpola ted chunks oi
scientiiic description are well written, informative and
entertaining, the vignette stories are captivating, and I
was vastly entertained despite my annoyance.

Orson Scott Card - -TIlE FOLK OF THE FRINGE <Legend, 1991,
30lpp, £3.99)

tReviewed by Nik Morton)

This book comprises five loosely connected stories of
varying lengths concerning America's future when society
has collapsed under the weight of war, when civilisation
lives on among the people whose bonds of faith are still
strong. The predominant iaith is Mormon; there is a 26
page IoU thor's note at the end, followed by a 6-page
article by Michael Collings, the former aifording an
interesting insight into the genesis oi these stories.

Michael Ashley has commented elsewhere tAUGURfl:S
114, Letters) that Card has in some ways taken on the
mantle from Simak of pastoral SF writer. Judging from
this collection, it could be true: 'West' concerns a
scavenging mercenary who takes up with some Mormon
trekkers who are heading for the New Land; he helps and
gUides them and in the inevitable process is taken in to
their religion; he is reborn, in fact. 'Salvage' is the
shortest piece and involves a secret dive to the sunken
Mormon tellple to find lost gold; but of course the youths
involved discover friendship - and experience that lack,
too. 'The fringe' is almost an extrapolation into the
future for Stephen Hawking, for a professor similarly
incapacitated decides to risk his life to reveal graft in
the community; he is dumped without his so-necessary
computerised chair and left to die. 'Pageant Wagon' teams
up a salvage rider (rides out into the desert to salvage
old technology> with a wagon of itinerant players, and
reveals the magic and mystery of travelling theatre, the
wonder and love that can ii for a moment - be
generated by these people. Inevitably, conflict and
passion arise between the fa!lily and the strict Mormon
communities they visit. 'America' is different; it is about
an Indian woman who dreamed things that would come



about, including the rebirth of Quetzalcoatl, end e Mormon
boy having difficulty coping with netural sexual desires.
She and he are the future, and the Indians wish to
reclaim their spirits, through the land.

Throughout, even when characters commit unpleasant
acts - and Card states he finds it uncomfortable writing
about sex - the tenor and "feel" of the book is pastoral,
tame, and strangely transcendent. It is a heartening,
uplifting change from the action-sIam-bang space operas
and survivalist crud. Certainly worth a look.

Cliffard D. Smal: DDIGRDT AID OTBIlIl STOiDiS
(Kandarin, 1991, L3.99)

(Reviewed by Graham Andrews)

IXKIGRAIT... is the latest entry in Francis Lyall's
multi-volume bO./Jlfe to the narrative skills of Clifford
D. Simak <1904 - 88>' Following: BROTHER ... (1986), THE
XARATHOI PHOTOGRAPH (1987), OFF-PLAIET (1988), and THE
AUTUX! LAID... (1990). Five middling to good stories
('Green Thumb', 'Small Deer', 'The Ghost of a Xodel T',
'Byte Your Tongue!', 'I Am Crying All Inside') are
bracketed by two unarguable classics: 'Jleighbour'
(Astoundilllf, June 1954) and 'Immigrant' (Astoundinlf,
Karch 1954 >.

CDS was the unofficial Poet Laureate of pastoral sf
(how's that for a theme anthology?) and 'Jleighbour' may
well be the best short story ever set in down-home
Simak County, Wisconsin. It concerns 'Reginald Heath',
an altruistic sodbuster-froll-the-stars who - by degrees
- turns his adoptive Coon Valley into a paradisical land
beyond the map. Thinks: The EC Common Agricultural
Policy. You don't suppose...?

The oft-reprinted title story is about planet Kimon:
•... a galactic El Dorado, a never-never land, the country
at the rainbow's foot. There were few (ElJrtblilllfS) who
did not dream of going there, and there were many who
aspired, but those who were chosen were a very small
percentage of those who tried to make the grade and
failed· (p. 132). 5elden Bishop passes the gruelling
entrance exam for gainful employment on limon, and he
goes there, eventually finding out why 110 Terran
immigrant has ever returned to Earth.

Simak's plain style was an ·unvarnished medium to
convey ideas· (as William Hazlitt termed this kind of
·familiar· prose), and 'Immigrant' must be included among
his most trenchant think-pieces. It is also a well
wrought tale; once effectively dramatised on ITV's sf
anthology series Out of This World (1962>'

Francis Lyall's six-and-a-bit page Introduction
covers much of the same ground as in his previous
overtures - almost literally. I, for one, have read
enough about Grant County, Patch Grove, Xillville
Township, Glen Haven, Willow Bend, etc., etc. But he
atones for this bucolic overkill by providing compact
summaries that describe each story without lfivilllf IJtflJy

the PLOTS.

William Gibson and Bruce Sterling - - THE DDFFERENCE
ENGINE <VGSF, 1991, 38399, £7.99)

(Reviewed by Andy Mills)

The year: 1855. The place: England, but an England hurled
into technological revolution by the computational Engines
of Charles Babbage and the political revolution headed by
Byron and his Industrial Radicals. Now the Rad Lords 
savar, ts wh·~ have earned their titles by merit - rule the
na t ion, whilst everywhere there is the incessant cl"cking
of the engines.

This is the background to THE DIFFERENCE ENGINE, a
subst"ntial, embitious elternete history. The first
sec tion, 'The Angel of Goliad', appeared in the October
1990 INTERZONE; 1 remarked in my review thet the euthors
had "laboured hard to produce e Victorian flavour, wi th
lots of period slang... [bu tl the prose is altogether too
self-conscious for its own good," These comments are
valid for the book as a whole, although I must say that
on reflection Gibson and Sterling have done a remarkable
job in creating their unique London - the language and
setting feel absolutely right (though I've a few
linguistic qUibbles with the Americans the word
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'soccer', for instance, was not coined until much later).
But one does get the impression that the authors have
put se· much effort into establishing the verisimilitude
of their creation that they lost track of it as a novel.
The novel's viewpoint shifts from Sybil Gerard, 'fallen
woman', to Edward Mallory. savant, to Laurence Oliphant.
secret policeman; and though they have major roles to
play. there's too much happening off-stage for comfort,
whilst links between these cherac ters and minor players
from other sections are sometimes too forced. The book
concludes with the birth of a favourite sf-nal fear but
in the end there are perheps too many fescinating idea~

and too much detail, too 11t tle coherency and too many
convoluted plots.

A valiant failure.

Kit Reed WRITER'S WORISIIOP: REVISION (Robinson
Publishing. 1991. 170pp, £5.99)

(Reviewed by Nik Morton)

Why is it publishers think all prospective writers are
rich? Most referencefhow-tofguide books for budding
authors tend to be expensive. Granted,non-fiction has a
smaller audience so Ilust cover costs per W1it by higher
price, but ... reelly?

Reed has had 11 novels published and teaches student
writers et wesleyan University, Connecticut. Like most
How-to books for writers, this talks a lot of cOlIIDon
sense; it covers the ground any sensible practitioner
should alreedy be covering. Truth to tell, e writer's
immortal prose is hardly ever that and can invariably be
illproved. Amazingly, a lot of off-the-top-of-head writing
does get published, but it shouldn't!

Chapter 1 enshrines whet I've just written: ·Nothing
you write is carved in stone". Other chepter headings
typically outline what they're about. "How revision works
for you", "How to find out whether you're finished when
you think you're finished", "Building your story·, ·Reading
for revision: cheracter, deteil", etc. It covers a lot of
ground, from viewpoint of the characters to showing vs.
telling,story and structure.

Even writers who have sold could benefit from this
book which states the obvious; because it's often the
obvious thet we tend to forget, or ignore ... Well worth
a look - if you can efford it!

J_ Berbert - CRBBD
(JlEL, 1991, 364pp, tA.50)

(Reviewed by Colin Bird)

The eponymous hero, Joseph Creed, is a paparazzo working
for a tabloid newspaper of the Daily Sleazebag variety.
When he focusses his attention, as well as his 'ikon, on
a mysterious figure apparently wanking over the grave of
a Hollywood actress he's soon up to his neck in trouble.
A group of powerful devil worshippers want th..
photographs and kidnap Creed's son to get them. OUT man
sniffs a chance of redemption end the distinctive whiff
of a scoop, and sets out to play the hero. Being a
devout coward, this proves difficult.

The tone is intended to be light, so it would be
churlish to complain thet the book doesn't seem to
amount to anything, yet churl I will since churlosity is
my best feature. Comedy chillers often have the habit
of being neither funny nor scary, and this epplies to
CREED. The author's talent for gory horror is held in
check et the expense of the lacklustre plot which would
surely have benefitted from a few disembowelments. The
fact is that Herbert just does not write very good
characters, particularly women, and when he tries to get
away from the bloody stuff that he used to write he
produces unconvincing work.

There are some nice touches here. The rather
feeble Fallen Angels, their powers waning, take their
respite in an old folks rest home. The mob of unruly
fellow photographers who actually act as the cavalry and
save Creed by flashing away at the demonic bad guys.
Some of Creed's hallucinogenic battles are also good fun.
Herbert's imagination shows througb in enough places to
take this straight onto the bestseller list. It just is
not very good.
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Dlul SiaaDDS pJlAS]lS OF GRAYITY
(Headline, 1991, 334pp, t.4.50)

lIi111aa Hope Hodgson - - TIlE BOATS OF THE 'GLEIf CARRIG,
(Grafton, 1991 \originally 1907), 18dpp, £3.50)

(Reviewed by Joseph Iicholas) (Reviewed by Jon Wallace)

Octllvia Butler - - CLAY'S ARK (VGSF, 1991, 201pp, £3.99)

(Reviewed by Steven Tew)

CLAY'S ARK is the third in the PATTERNMASTER series,
follOWing WILD SEED and MIND OF MY MIND. The crew of
Clay's Ark returns from Promima Centauri carrying a
deadly virus: those infected either die or are transformed
into something other than human. The alien organism
gives its victims incredible strength, augmented senses,
and an uncon trollable urge to spread the disease. The
pregnancies resulting from their almost animal matings
give rise to inhuman children.

There are two interwoven story lines, 'The Past' and
'The Present'. In the past Eli, sole survivor when Clay's
Ark is destroyed, chances on an isolated community: he
decides to limit the spread of the disease by crea ting an
enclave peopled by transformed infectees and their

IIl11iam Hope Hodgson is better known for THE HOUSE ON
THE BORDERLAND, but this novel, his first, is set at sea.
Hodgson was a sailor for eight years and here he draws
on the experience, and on sailors' tales. The story is an
account of the ordeals of the survivors of the good ship
"C len Carrig".

"as told by John Winterstraw, Gent., to his son James
Winterstraw, in the year 1757, and by him committed
very properly and legibly to manuscript."
The crew and Winterstraw face many hazards in their

struggle in the uncharted seas where their ship went
down. The book never flags for action, but the modern
reader might find the style a bit hard going, it was
written in 1907 after all!

"Then Gearge cried out, and ran round upon my side
of the bo'sun, and I saw that one of the great
cabbage like things pursued him upon its stem, even as
an evil serpent; and very dreadful it was, for it had
become blood red in colour; but I smote it with the
sword, which I had taken from the lad, and it fell to
the ground."
Really this book is a curiosity, worth a read for

those out-of- the- frying-pan-and-in to- the-fire fans out
there, but offering no real sophistication for anyone
else.

THE IIEIRS OF HAMMERFELL

(Reviewed by Andy Mills)

Marien Zimmer Brlldl.ey
(Legend, 1991, 300pp, £3.99)

Hammerfell Castle is razed, and the Duke of Hammerfell
slain, by Lord Storn. This is seemingly the culmination
of an ages-old feud. However, Alastair and Conn, the twin
sons of the Duke of Hammerfell, survive. Separated
during the attack on the castle, one escapes to the city
with his mother, one goes into hiding in the mountains
with the family retainer. They meet and decide to act
together to reclaim their inheritance by moving against
the House of Storn.

This is a Darkover novel, which accounts for the
fantasy elements of telepathy and psionic powers. If
these aspects of the story were missing, what you'd have
would be a Historical romance set in the H~hlands.

Worse, you'd have a ~ historical romance and this is
what THE HEIRS OF HAMMER essentially is. Much of the
dialogue is stilted, There is some very odd sequencing
of even ts and one inciden t - where Alas tair mee ts a
'little man' - is completely pointless. The characters
have no cons tan t motivation and in teract in a fashion
which stretches the reader's credulity. The denouement
of the novel can be predicted as soon as Alastair meets
Lenlsa, halfway through the story - but I'd never have
guessed that the ending could be that schmaltzy.

Unless you are a Marion Zimmer Bradley devotee, or
like bad romances, avoid this book.

Colin Wilson - - THE MAMM011I IlOOl OF TIlE SUPERlfATURAl.
(Robinson Publishing, 1991, 567pp, £5.99)

Adapted from Wilson's other books on occult matters, this
is basically a source-book of "cases· described in a
sOlletimes slapdash manner which makes it difficult to
understand just what hlls happened. The sketchiness of
references and footnotes doesn't help. Wilson works on the
basis that even if half of what he describes Ilay be
fakery, then that leaves 50~ which might be true. Given
the incidence of mental instability, sexual frustration,
attention-seeking and downright fraud in the cases he
cites, it's possible to take quite another view.

Wilson discusses poltergeists, spiritualisll,
witchcraft, vampires, UFOs, crop circles. etc. and as a
compendium of occult manifes tatioos, the book is certainly
a readable state of current concern, though it is not a
substitute for any of the Ilany serious or in depth
examina Hons of individual cases or fields. Perhaps the
most amusing sunuaary is that of the "Cottingley fairies",
where WEl are asked to believe that the fairies were real;
it was just that the photographs of them were fakes ...

Behind this is Wilson's philosophy of the confining
nature of everyday consciousness and the self-reinforcing
nature of a kind of optimism. Strangely enough, the
obvious conclusion <I'm not saying that it's correct,
merely that it's obvious from Wilson's apparent
standpoint), that 1111 the phenomena he examines are based
solely upon humanity's desire to overcome the mundane
state of consciousness, is not really discussed.

Overlooking the fact that pp 157 and 161 of my copy
were transposed, this is wor th the money for the bretJdth
of its coverage, but don't buy it for its depth.

(Reviewed by Andy Sawyer)

This novel is clearly inspired by the real-life problems
of astronauts who have walked on the moon: what could
they do afterwards that would ever match or surpasa
that experience? Several Apollo astronauts have
subsequently suffered various psychological problems
(divorce, alcoholism, religious evangelism); others have
become successful congressmen or aerospace consultantll.
The protagonist of PHASES OF GRAVITY, Richard Baedecker,
is one of the successful ones, but neverthelesa feels
something lacking in his life; and with such an
obviously symbolic surname it's no surprise to find the
plot taken up with his quest for satisfaction and/or
transcendence.

Indeed, the novel is full of the obviously symbolic;
one event or character is invariably counterposed with
another, intended to point towards the larger resolution.
One SUbplot, for example, concerns Baedeci:er's son, who's
skipped off to a Rajneesh-type ashram to experience his
moment of epiphany. You know immediately that Baedeci:er
will ultimately find his own, but this is delayed by his
spending part of the story climbing a mountain in
Colorado with a former astronaut colleague who now runs
a religious ministry: a potential epiphany, the falsenll66
of which is exposed by the real, final revelation
delivered courtesy of an American Indian sitting outside
a sweat lodge on another mountain in South Dakota. And
of course the American Indians were once as much
emblematic of the frontier as the !loon is now ...

In other words, the plot is too obviously
manipUlated. And it has the additional drawback that an
early section intended to demonstrate the ordinariness
of Baedecker's upbringing - and thus the strangeness of
his !loonwalk - fails because, for a British audience, it
has no cultural resonance: both are as alien as each
other. Thus we never really experience anything the
character does later; and so the manipulation is even
more obvious.

Ievertheless, I wouldn't suggest that this is a bad
book: the prose isn't wonderful but is certainly
workmanlike, there are several good jokes along the way,
and Simmons tells the story with a good deal of Vigour.
(Although the blurb is dreadful.) But it's not
particularly essential.



offspring. In the present a doctor and his twin
daughters are kidnapped by the community. By this plot
device character and motivation is gradually revealed. As
the victims of the disease begin to show symptoms they
become at once driven by animal passions - a taste for
raw meat, 'sexual urges unbound by family relationships 
and horrified by what they have become. They are driven
by the urge to infect others and propogate an alien race.
Eli, whilst unable to prevent these desires nobly seeks to
limit them, and hang on to the last vestiges of their
humanity, by keeping the community isolated and luring
only the occasional outsider to satisfy their alien lusts.
The conflicts are explored conVincingly and the tense and
compelling narrative makes it well worth reading.

Steven Brust - - TALTOS AND 11iE PATHS OF 11iE DEAD (Pan
Books, 1991, 181pp, £4.99)

(Reviewed by Andy Mills)

I started reading this book with very low expectations.
Quite understandable, really: it has a duff title, an
uninspiring cover and comes complete with a blurb that
makes you want to do something more interesting instead,
like wa tch the Tes t Card.

I have to admit that I finished the book pleasan tly
surprised. I hed been entertained. And what is
remarkeble is that Brust hes achieved this despite a
formulaic plot and some stock fantasy characters. <The
plot, for what it's worth, has Taltos - human assessin and
crook - accompany a Dragaeran sorceror on e quest to
confront the Lords of Judgment. This story is
interspersed with Teltos's earlier history). Also, this
reader was frus tra ted by a lack of ambi tion on the par t
of the author. For instance, the relationship between
TaliC's and Malloran, the sorceror, cried out for more
substantial treatment. Yet still it is an entertaining
work, largely due to Brust's uneffected style, his hero's
affeble voice and the deliberetely fractured structure of
the narretive which helps sustein the reader's interest.

An easy, undemanding reed with sufficien t evidence to
suggest that - with more confidence and better material
- Steven Brust will be a writer to look out for.

Jack Vance LTOJllSSll I SULDRUI" S GAJlDg
(Grafton, 1991, 436pp, t4.99)

LTOJllSSIl II TUB GRBBI PBAR
(Grafton, 1991,.407pp, t4.99)

LTOJllSSIl II I: JWXJUC
(Grafton, 1991, 544pp, t4.99)

(Reviewed by K. V. Bailey)

Vance aficionados (and surely all fantasy fans) lIuSt
welcome, along with this edition of XAOOUC, the
reprinting of its two predece&sors, all three volumes
bearing well-imagined landscape cover paintings by Kick
Van Houten.

Lyonesse occupies Hybras - the legendary Hy-Brasil
- here supposedly islanded in Biscay and the Western
Approaches. Although the period is the near-Arthurian
Dark Ages, Lyone&se's material trappings, its technology,
its military hardware, are basically Xallory-Kedieval;
but then there are palaces, with halls where the pavane
is danced, lit by crystal chandeliers, and boudoirs
furnished with Byzantine mirrors and .ajolica vases.
Phoenicians and Ro.ans have touched these Elder Isles;
the Celts are there; the city of Ys proclaills a heritage
more ancient still. Latin psallls are intoned and a
cathedral is built, while Druids crowning King Aillas
invoke Cronus, Lug and Apollo.

Grasp of this eclectic and fantastic historical
setting is helped by an under-detailed lIap, an over
detailed genealogy, glossaries and footnotes. The a
historical, magical, elements are sillilarly clarified, but
also enlarged on through narrative passages, as when the
magician Shillrod distinguishes faery froll -sandestrin
magic. These glOS&es are highly functional in view of
the perpetual interface between magical and 'political'
spheres of action. The wizards, constrained from
decisive intervention, nevertheless bias their magic in
'political' directions. The narrative cores of each
volume are picaresque journeys: in SOLTRUN'S GARDEN that
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of Al1las to find his son, Dhrun; in THE GREEN PEARL
that of Aillas and Tatzel, the Ska termagant - and later
that of his future bride, Glyneth, through the surreal
Earth-synchronous planet Tanjecterly. In XADOUC the
heroine's travels in search of her true father are
combined with her stable-boy squire'S improbable Grail
quest.

The overall 'political/historical' scenario is
Aillas's pacification of the Elder Isles. Crisis points
occur, usually when the magical and the mundane interact.
One such' point is the siege of the stronghold of a
witch's emanation, the homosexual Duke Carfilhiot;

another is the submergence of Ys as a result of supra
terrestrial combat between 'good' wizards and an evil
materialising from the dillension of Xabiste. Within the
three-volulle sequence are episodes and locales where
readers may enjoyably linger (and Vance's descriptive
viruosity is a delight): the traffickings at Goblin Fair;
the pastoral retreat of Sarris; the comedies and
cruelties of courtly intrigue (Vance being adept at
effecting transitions between humour, genial or sardonic,
and sudden horror>. XAOOUC closes with an aIll06t
Shakespearian feast of concord, families and lovers
united, evil annihilated. That Vance contrives this
while avoiding bath06 and clicM is indicative of his
skill in stamping the extravagances of fantasy with his
own distinctive baroque originality, wit and panache.

Bob Shaw ORBITSYJLLR
(Orbit, 1991, 219pp, t3.99)

(Reviewed by Lynne Bispham)

The search for habitable planets for colonisation by the
teeming population of Earth acqUires a new intensity for
Vance Garamond, captain of a Starflight exploratory
spaceship. Whilst in Garamond's charge, the son of
Elizabeth Lindstrom, President of the Starflight
organisation, had suffered a fatal accident, and Garamond
knows that the psychopathic President will seek not only
his death in retribution, but also the deaths of his wife
and child. While searching for a refuge for his fam11y,
Garamond discovers not a planet, but -Orbitsville", an
immense Dyson sphere created by unknown beings of
advanced technology. He hopes that his subsequent fame
will protect him from Elizabeth's wrath, but the
President's hatred is unabated.

ORB ITSVILLB is traditional science fiction, with
space travel and the discovery of new worlds. It is
also a terrific read, fast-mOVing, with a plot full of
tension and fully rounded characters. Garamond may be a
Spaceship Captain, but he has his faults - he is not a
traditional Hero. The author obviously takes a delight
in the creation of convincing descriptions of the
requisites of space-travel, and the effects of his
creations on his characters .are equally convincing. The
sheer size of Orbitsville - its surface area is five
billion tilles that of Earth - has unexpected effects on
the folk who colonise it; soon after their arrival,
Garamond senses a subtle change in his crew's attitude
to his authority. Orbitsville may be the answer to
Earth's over-population, but it lIay not be the paradise
it SeeDS ...

David Bartwel1 <Bd.>
TUB DAB DBSCBIT: TUB COLOUR OF nn.

(Grafton , 1991, 491pp, £4.99)

(Reviewed by Colin Bird)

Hartwell's intentions for a definitive anthology charting
the evolution of horror fiction in the short form are
severely curtailed by the British publication of his
mammoth collection in instalments, this being the first.
The editor's scholarly introduction divides horror
fiction into three strands: 1) moral allegorical, 2)
psychological lIetaphor, 3) fantastic. Although I
immediately see problems with these categories,
Hartwell's analysis and reference to literary critics,
past and present, is cogently argued. I presume this
book represents the first section of the original
anthology and therefore concentrates on the moral
allegorical strand - my major clue being the use of the
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beneath the salt, Potentially quite fascinating' - to the
point at which it turns several aspects of genre fantasy
qulte inside out - is the nature of the prophecy in which
the actions of Rebecca and her allies are foreshadowed.
Without revealing what is a brUliantly simple and obvious
idea presented for the first time that I can recall, all I
can say is that its implicatlons are sadly overlooked.

DREAM-WEAVER reads as if written by an experienced
editorial team who know their market inside out - and
this is the case. However, "Wy11e's" ambitions seem to Ue
solely within this market and there's little to make the
novel memorable outslde it, Dare I say that with more
editorial cuttlng and highlighting, it could have stood
ou t in much bolder colours.

word 'irony' in the introduction to alDest every .tory.
And SO to the .tari_ th8llHlves. You won't often

find Iathanial Hawthorne rubbing ehouldera with Stephen
King, and the range of authof' pr_nt.d here i. the
book's selling point. Unfortunately, the range of
stories is limited by the Dead to comply with the
editor's thesi. - they all have to occupy the &ame
strlllUll Very few mon.tars running amok through these
pages.

The main probl811 for me i. the familiarity of much
of the material. Hand. up who hasn't read Lovecraft'.
'The Call of Cthulhu' , or 'Yours Truly Jack the Ripper' by
Robert Bloch. If you want to read Kichael Shea'. stunning
'The Autopsy' then 8Mk out his _ntial collection
POLYPHEKUS. Koat of the fiction is of a eubetantially
high quality, with nam.. such as K. R. Jues, Shirley
Jackson and Robert Uckman all represent.d by excellent
stories. But as a primer it fails to offer enough
variety, and as a trea.ury of cla&&ice it silllply is not
substantial enough.

JllII9S Morrow - - TIlE WIHE CE VIOUJICE
301 pp, £3.99)

<Reviewed by Jon Wallace)

(Legend, 1991,

Four astronauts crash on a lost planet and immediately
in tervene in the non-s truggle between the savage
Neurovores and the peace-loving Quetza11ans. Inevitably,
this meddling creates its own form of chaos 10 the
ordered society of the Quetzalians. This bald plot
summary doesn't really tell you anything abou t James
Morrow's novel. Inside the pUlp plot is a serious core
that examines the constraints of complete pacifism and
the necessities of Violence.

"It has something to do with Why Bume Newman must
kill your Neurovore for you, and why tha t man
Zamanta couldn't defend his children"
Morrow peppers his narrative with the trappings of

extra-planetary activity, <the yeastgun, the proximascope)
the jargon that suggests different cultures and alien
planets. His characters walk these landscapes easily and
the overall feel that this gives to the novel makes
suspension of disbelief a simple step in the reading
process. And this suspenSion of disbelief becomes
necessary as the plot unfolds and the culture and
technologies that Morrow has created to frame his ideas
become more fantastic,

As the book unfolds and we follow Francis Lostwax
and Burne Newman through the new world of Quetzalia to
the end of their quest, we are given a lot to think
about. but it's done so smoothly <11ke the willing
suspenSion of disbelief> that we don't notice and in the
end the ideas are left with us.

Gene Wolfe - - WLDIBR OF ARUB (BEL, 1991, 342pp,
L3.99>

(Reviewed by Phil Nichols>

In the absence of a true race memory, history is all we
have to give us cultural continuity. SOLDIER OF "RETE
takes this idea one stage further: the story told by
Latro in his scrolls serves not only as cultural
history, but as a dally reminder of what has happened
to him, for Latro has no memory.

This idea has been used before <in a vastly
difterent setting, James Gunn used it in CRISIS, for
example>, but here it strikes me as a huge conceit. If
who we are is the sum of who we have been, then Latro
is ncit just a character in a book, but a man who can
only amount to anything as long as he carries the book
around with him.

I find the plotting of the novel sometimes qUite
tedious and - not being tamiliar ,With the tirst of the
"Soldier" books (SOLDIER OFIHE IHST> - occasionally
difficult to tallow. But then again, it our hero
doesn' t remember all the back story. wbv should ~he

reader have to? 'ibat made me persevere 'nth tt. thou)O;h.
is the book's clarity when tbe expositorv lump is out
or the '~av. How Hegesistratus lost his leg, tbe
execution at Artayctes. even the simple depict ton of a
market scene all stick wt th me when the book is done
wi th,

Gi ven my general dislike of legends, myths and
histories, SOLDIER OF ARETE did well to entertain me.
It doesn't seem to live up to that central concelt,
though, whlch I find disappointing. Readers of SOLDIER
OF THE XIST may find it more compelling,

Chr1stopIIc' Stasbeff
<Pan, 1991, 576pp, t6.99)

(Reviewed by John D. o..ell)

!BB W~'S IIGRT OUT

]onathlm Wylie - - DREAM-WEAVER (Corgi, 1991, 654pp,
£4,99>

<Reviewed by Andy Sawyer)

Jonathan Wy11e's previous books - the SERVANTS OF ARK and
UNBALANCFD £ARTH trilogies - were written when "WyUe"
was an editorial team at Transworld books. They were
competent genre-fantasies, readable books for the fan
whlch offered a few original variations for the jaded but
whlch would probably make few converts. Nevertheless,
they did well enough for Mark and JuUa Smith to take
Jonathlln Wy11e on the road as a full-time proposition,

DREAM-WEAVER is a large and occasionally shapeless
novel (not part of a trilogy) which stands as fairy-tale
fan tasy par excellence: a beautiful heroine betrothed
against her will, to the wlcked son of a powerful Baron; a
handsome young King; a palr of comic alchemists and an
even more comlc ''Nursey'' who flus ters around Uke a wet
hen and guess wha t! utters malaproplsms when
confused; dashings of magic; a prophecy, a demon-king, and
a land buried beneath a rain of salt, Like rich seasoning
in a fairly bog-standard pudding comes the custom of
"capturing the People's Queen" by which Rebecca engineers
her salvation from her nasty fiance and the long section
by which the sharp-witted Galen becomes an
"archaeologlst" searching for remnan ts of the los t city

Third omnibus edition of Chris Stasheff's 'Warlock'
seriee, continuing on froll WARLOCK: TO THE KAGIC BOR.!
and THB WARLOCK IiILARGBD. The seri. is set on the
medieval world of Gramarye, cut off froll the rest of the
hUllan universe for centuries until Rod Gallowglass is
sent there, to discover that the iDbabitanta have
developed a large number of esper abilities (which they,
naturally, terll as 'mll8ic'),

By this third volullle, Gallowgla.. has married a
pretty witch and had four talented children. In the
first story, 'The Warlock Wandering', Gallowglass and his
wife are captured by agents trying to disrupt the seeds
of democracy spread by hill, and they end up on a hectic
chase through time and three worlds, before getting back
to Gramarye. The account of what happened while they
were gone is told in 'The Warlock Is Kissing', in which
the Gallowgla&8 children foil a plot to subvert the
kingdoll using religion.

The Warlock stories are marked by their humour and
characters, and their strange mix of sf and fantasy
elements. They are marred by occasional lap_ into
saccharine sentimentality, and by the spoken language of
Grallarye, which is mostly rendered as being sprinkled
with Shakespearean words, all thees and thous, and doth
this and doth that, etc., which can get a bit irritating
at times. If you can filter out such nuisances then it's
a good, entertaining, if unenl1ghtening, read, almoat
perfect for hot sUllmer nights.



Don Ilernm <Bd.> RllIG. OF FUll - THE JlICTIO. DD
FILJl OF STBPIlBI [JIG, 1982 - 1989

(Pan, 1991, 254pp, U.99)

(Reviewed by Hm Steel)

Stephen King's biggest problem today could well be
sloppy editors, so it shouldn't come as too great a
surprise that critical works on the man suffer from the
same flaw. For a start, there's no mention of the fact
that this book is a follow-up to an Underwood & Killer
volume, though this may well stem from the fact that the
years supposedly covered bear only a rough correlation
to the contents.

First of all, we have an excerpt from an interview
that seems to have been included solely to set King up
for the points that Herron raises later. Then we have a
foreword from Denis Etchison, written from the my
buddy-Stevie angle. Then three gushing introductions
(Whoopie Goldberg's is lIIerely a reprint of a 'review' of
IT, which is nothing more than a nalve lot synopsis).

There's an article on King's sf, which is about as
mediocre as its subject, an article on the use of <mostly
pharmaceutical) drugs in King's fiction that turns into a
train-spotting exercise. There's even a Chapter on
King's ubiquitous blurbs.

One of the few worthwhile pieces is an overview of
Eighties horror from Thomas K. Disch. This is followed
by Guy I. Smith writing about THE SHIIIIG with his usual
flair and insight.

Surprisingly, Herron's summation is one of the
highlights. He perceived that King, at the start of the
decade, was on the brink of greatness. In choosing to
churn out blockbusters, King threw away this opportunity.
Unfortunately, Berron's disillusionment shows in 1II0re
ways than one.

llobert Aspr:lll PIlULIl'S COIlP.uY
(Legend, 1991, 268pp, tii.99)

(Reviewed by Colin Bird)

From the author of the wacky million-selling KYTB series
(it says here), cOllies this hilarious tale of military
science fiction. Wrong! lice cover by Fangorn, shame
a bout the book.

The plot concerns Yillard Phule, whose career gets
off to a bad start when he is court-martialled for
strafing the ceremonial signing of a peace treaty.
Unfortunately for the Legion, Phule is a member of one
of the richest families in the galaxy, so he is sent to
Baskin's Planet and promoted to captain. There he finds
he has been given command of a company consisting of
the dregs of the Legion's most inept troopers. Phule
sets about building his outfit into the kind of oddball
but efficient outfit ready for the flock of inevitable
sequels. Send your wacky punning titles to Kr Aaprin
and the resulting book will appear on your local
bookshelves shortly. <Phule's Gold? Phule's Paradise?)

I like a laugh as much as the next man, unless it
happens to be Robert Asprin, who obViously thinks he's
discovered a new vein of humour to mine. This stuff has
been done to death. This book is so devoid of humour
one wonders if the author actually intended it as
(choke) a serious drama. After all, the pres& release
tells us that Asprin's books are serious in their qUe&t
to explore hUlllan emotion!

If you imagine POLICE ACADEKY on another planet,
and Without the jokes, you've got it. And you're welcolle
to it.

Isaac Asimov - - NIGHTFAlL AND OTHER STORIES \Grafton,
1991, 445pp, £4.99)

<Reviewed by Mat Coward)

These twenty stories, originally pUblished between 1941
and 1967, were previously issued by Grafton in two
volumes in 1971. This new edi t ion, according to the
cover, "is issued to celebra te the Golden Jubilee of the
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title story, universally acclaimed as the best sf story
ever writ ten". Tha t blurb can only. surely, have been
approved by an editor unfamiliar with the fractious ways
of sf fans, and who has never read Kornbluth's 'The Little
Black &g'.

Asimov is one of science fiction's nursery slopes;
countless fans entered (and still enter?) the genre
through the simply told, scientifically-anchored work of
Doctor Isaac and his contemporaries - but I wonder how
many continue reading him past their teens, having
discovered more literary and adventurous authors? It
would be ridiculous to say of such a famous figure that
he needs rediscovering, but this excellent value .book is a
useful reminder that, despite his cardb08rd characters,
irritating smugness, and complete inability to create an
alien or futuristic atmosphere, Asimov can set down a
straightforward what-if yarn better than almost anyone.
Indeed, his blunt, let's-get-on-with-it storytelling is
quite refreshing to return to, when so many modern
writers seem capable of creating nothing but atmosphere.

The author has supplied short prefaces to each story,
which are much more interesting than you might expect.
The in troduction to 'Hostess' tells how Asimov, dictating
an argument between the married protagonists, became so
emotionally involved as to render the tape incoherent.
Who would have thought the old man to have had so much
blood in him?

Pat Murphy - - TIlE CITY, NOT LONG AFTER (Pan, 1991,
£4.99, ::S19pp)

(Rev iewed by Mar t yn Tay lor )

A plague has decimated the population ot tne USA ,at
least) and in San Francisco the artists have taken over.
Bit by bit they turn the Clty in to one gigan tic work 01
art made up ot many mdiv1dual works. The city being San
Franc1sco, the artists - vanny Boy, Snake, The Machine, Ms
Migsdale et. al. - are ... well, individualists. If it is
ever complete the work that is the city will be strange,
unlike anything you have encountered in a post-Apocalypse
tale U'lot entirely, but more of that anon).

To the city comes Jax, a young woman searching for
her mother who was taken to the ci ty by an angel and
whomay have been significant in the pre-plague days. Jax
is just one ot' the interesting, freactured characters in
this tale. Sheis Jus tone step ahead of General Miles, one
of those Bull Wright figures who stalk most such tales,
follOWing his vision of a bright, clean, sterile world
where everyone will obey his commands. Fourstar commands
a raggle taggle army with which he intends to subdue the
ci ty for the grea ter good, the na tion and the revenan t
United States.

Artist again soldier, spray can against armalite; not
much of a contest, except Danny Boy has read Sun Tsu and
is determined to t 19ht his wor his way, 1111 art 15
subversive, of course, and many and weird are the ways in
which the artists subvert the morale, will and rationale
ot the arny, Jax becomes a heroine of the night, and
eventually everything comes to a conclusion in which
everyone gets what they want - more or less. It is not a
particularly happy ending, in a conventional way. but it
is satisfying.

Pat Murphy is not a great writer - yet. The plotting
and Fourstar are Just a little too tamiliar, but the
writing is en thralling and the conclusion is something of
a triumph. Comparisons are invid10us, but I was ot ten
reminded of Steve Erickson's work - which is high praise
in my mind. You are seriously recommended to read this
book.

Jlredertck Ficllluul SBTI
(Headline Feature, 1991, 331pp, t4.50)

(Reviewed by Ken Lake)

The Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence has
inspired several very poor writers recently: can we take
this as a hint that breakthrough is illminent? If so, I
devoutly hope that it will not occur in any way similar
to that sketched here.

Bam is an American youth incapable, like all his
friends, of speaking clearly or grammatically, and his



garbled phra&efl are transcribed as accurately and
boringly as possible, together with strings of
unnecessary expletives, amazingly childish
confrontations, arguments with relatives and all the
paraphernalia of a lIodern American famUy, contributing
nothing but padding to a story which is unfortunately
quite unbelievable.

The FBI and various RU8&ian spiea are involved, the
Cold War is still in progress, but our youJ18 'hIlA' radio
genius and his dill but dedicated girlfriend carry all
before theJI. The adults s.. mostly crooked but lacking
in intelligence, the story turns into an archetypal chase
sequence, and to top it all off the author brings in an
extra-terrestrial cause for the Bermuda Triangle and the
return froll the dead of Sail'S parents, who for no good
reason then proceed to talk as though their linea had
been written in Russian and badly translated - hardly
lill:ely to convince even the suddenly-w8llpiJ18 young SaIl
that they were not lIere alien constructs. In a final
cop-out we do not even learn the contents of the baz of
COlipact discs that the alien craft leav.. behind for Sail
to carry off to "an eagerly awaiting world".

I suppose this lIay apeal to ellotionally under
developed twelve-year-olds with a scientific bent, but
it's wasted on anyone with the slighteat sophistication.
A great pity - I had ordered this book lIyMl!, and I'll
glad the receipt of the review copy has saved lie tA.50
of wasted lIoney.

Dean R. Itoantz - - SKADOWFIR£S (Headline, 1991, 598pp,
£4.99)

<Reviewed by Terry Broome)

''The naIve child could not have guessed the true extent
of the· danger into whIch she had stepped, could not have
conceived of the horror that would one day pay a visit
and leave her dazed and mute with terror" <pp 113 - 4)

Originally published in 19!!7, as by Letgh "ichol15,
this woefully contrived novel has to be the most batheUc
reprint of 1991, with lines l:iJle "'I'm getting the hell out
of this place"' <p.61l and "terror at the idea of anything,
mouse or lIan, returning from the dead" <pp 176 - n.

The story is totally described by cliche, froll the
nondescript settings, through the plot and characters, to
the dialogue. for every page of essential detail there are
three pllges 01' padding. Un-dead Eric, a gene-devolving
mutation, bent upon revenge against his ex-wtie Rachael,
spends his t1Jlle examining h1Jllself in a mirror, his
continued metamorphosis less to do with the plot than
Koontz's inability to descrIbe the horror he supposedly
represen ts. Rachael (who wan ts to kill him) and her lover
spend their tllle telling each other how frightened they
are; one of the two cops trailing thell unceasingly tells
the other, "'I'll in"', and Sharp, a government agent
ytrailing THEM, is interminably described as a psychotic
paedophile.

Strict for fans of tacky covers.

Robert Reed - - BLACK MD.J( (Orbit, 1991, £4.50, 3Vpp)

(Reviewed by Mar tyn Tay lor)

The city where Ryder, <;ody, Beth, Jack and Marshall live
IS a company town, dependent upon the industries 01 OR
Florida, a genIus 01' a genetic engineer and businessman.
The children have been engineered to be special - Ryder
can remember everything, whileCody is an Amazon and
Marshall is just plain specIal (according to his mother).
Beth can sIng like an angel and Jack . . . well, jack Is
the ordinary one, youngest child of a family tou wouldn't
want liVing next to you and real good at catching snakes.
They are a gang, with a tree-house cum impregnable
fortress (it has a solar powered frIdge to keep snowballs
in all year long ... )

Or Florida is a philanthropist sans pareil, and at one
of his annual jamborees he discovers the group. He takes
them under his wIng, Ryder In particular. Ryder's dad Is
in real estate and thinks this is just great. His mother
is unconvinced (mind you, she would want at leastthree
independent witnesses 1i she saw the second coming ... 1
Much of the story is an examina t ion ot the children
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growing up, of their easy relationship with Fiorida, ot
theIr hopes and dreams and, inevitably, the hopelessness
of those dreams.

All this is seen against the background of an
impending catastrophe. On the Moon's moon one of Florida's
projects has got out of hand. Sparkhounds - designed to
be just about invulnerable and therefore suitable to
prepare the likes ot 10 and Callisto for human habitation

have slipped the leash and will soon be heading
Earthward where they will destroy us weak humans. Once
this becomes known the story switches to an examination
of Florida's hubris and contrition and eventual demise.

In many ways this is a good book. If well detailed
characters were enough, it would be a hell of a book.
Even its symbolic baggage is carried lightly. But the
dramatic section is out in space and the story never
leaves the ground (I know It worked in Greek tragedy, it
just doesn't work here). Then there is Florida's basic
unbelievability - he is all hUllan weakness and none 01
the strength needed to get hill right to the top of the
heap. And will someone please explain how he could run a
project the Size of the "sparkhound" one without any
seeming official involvement at all.

At the end of the day I am left feeling amblValent
about this book. Lt has its strengths but it also has
glaring structural t laws. Perhaps you should read it and
make up your own mind.

Anne Gay - - MDlDSAD. (Orbit, 1991, 3711pp, £4.991

<Reviewed by Keith Brooke)

In an inhospitable "Red" world of crystalline life-forms
and harsh weather the Green is an oasIs of terrestrial
vegetation, tended by the descendants of a disastrous
attempt to colonise the planet. MIHDSAIL opens with the
testivities of Longnight disrupted by the arrival of two
prisoners from the Red, Edrach and the Axe, Over the
ensuing mon ths, the viewpoint character, Tohalla, is dr"wn
to the chained prisoners and eventually they lead her out
on the first of her two odysseys through the world of
the RED. Particularly in the earlier parts of the novel,
Gay's prose is wonderfully rich, the atmosphere magical
and intense, but - perhaps inevitably - the story flags
from tille to time. The structure of the dialogue is
carefully used to show the cultural divergence between
Green and Red: in the Red, verb and object are switched
<"I to the fu ture mus t pass wha t they all in the pas t to
me gave.") so that the reader, with Tohalla, must rejig
the Axe and Edrach's speech in her head. This is effective
until the viewpOint switches to Axe's mother, Marchidas,
when everyone speaks in that way; here the only
communIcation barriers are between story and reader.

More illportantly, the balance of the book shifts
dramatically over the last lOO pllges or so. It's as if.
with the end 10 sight, Gay couldn't hold herself back. The
second great trek; certainly more arduous than the first
and far less easy to believe, is over - with the helpful
guidance of someone Tohalla happens to meet on the way 
in barely twenty pages. The settlement Tohalla finds Is
given so little space to develop that many of the
characters here seem sketchy; also the possible existence
of the community is hardly even alluded to early on - no
rumours, no myths - there is vIrtually none of the
foreshadowing that would, perhaps, make the book fit more
smoothly together.

Not, then, as complete a novel as the first hundred
or so pages suggested but still one that, for its
richness and maturity, no one should miss. My critIcism is
so hard only because the book, in every other respect, is
so very good.

Terry Pratchett - - EIUC (\lo11ancz, 1991, 155pp. t2.99)

<Reviewed by Ken Lakel

ThIs is the smllll-format picture-free version of what
appeared first as an oversized, illustration-packed story
apparently a1Jlled at a juvenile market but 10 fact written
with all Terry's wit and spapstick humour for a



readership of eny ege thet still reteins e love of sheer
exuberence in lenguage and riotousness of plot.

This ninth book in the febled Discworid series mey
not be the tour de force that THE COLOUR OF MAGIC wes,
but we usuelly eulogise the first book in eny series and
this will certeinly keep you happy until the next comes
along. Its only concession to the juvenile - epert from
the puns that provide linguistic pitlalls at every turn 
is the fect that Rincewind, abetted by his ~mmortal

Luggage, is entangled in a complex web 01 magic and
deception by young Eric, who knows JUS t enough to be a
danger to ell who encounter him and thanks to whom we
are led through a bewildering netweok 01 dlabolical and
temporal extremities in search 01 I ulfilment for Eric's
"three wishes" fantasies.

Terry's style is as ever laid back, but seems to have
gained I rom his experience writing those three enjoyable
avowed juvenile books TRUCKERS, DIGGERS and WINGS. To be
honest, I enjoyed this more in the present slim paperback
than in the perhaps overblown splendour of the Josh
Kirby-embellished original; lovers of eccentric artwork
will doubtless disegree.

Terrance Diets - - TIMEWYRM: EXODUS IDoctor Who/Virgin,
1991, 234pp, £3.50>

<Reviewed by Andy Sawyer)

This second "New Adventures" book is not as light as the
first, GENESYS, but thet's probably just as well
considering the subject matter. The Doctor and Ace find
themselves in The Festival of Britain, 1951 - when the
Nazis won the war. It must be due to the Timewyrm's
influence, but, thinks the Doctor, this isn't quite her
style. He and Ace find themselves interrogeted by a
particularly nasty specimen of the British Freikorps
Imilitary collabore tors> before discovering that not one
bu t two alien ini luences have lucked upon Hitler and the
Nazis as a way oi achieving Universal domination.
Ironically, the Doctor finds himself having to help Hitler
in the 1923 Munich Putsch and egain in 1939 to get
history back on course to the trein of events which
result in the defeat of German in 1945.

This isn't reelly a good subject for slapstick and
there's less of it here: the scenes where the Doctor
outwits officious Nazi underlings by verbel jujitsu have
the seme appalling fascination as the TV farce 'ALLO,
'ALLO where you iind yourself laughing at characters who
in real life would be something utterly horrible. Albeit
by implication, there are some qUite chilling moments
here. There are also plenty of the usual chases and
hairs-breadth escepes and the book ends, possibly too
qUickly, once one set of temporal in truders ere seen off
with a reversion to the original plot and the Doctor
finding thet yet egain he cen only scotch the wyrm, not
kill her. We're set up well for the next volume: I must
say that I'm enjoying this series.

Diane Duane - - DEEP WIZARDRY (Corgi, 1991, 253pp, £2.99)

(Reviewed by Andy Sawyer)

A sequel to SO YOU WANT TO BE A WIZARD, the story begins
almost catastrophicelly with SOlle dotty wizardry among
the elmost obligetory whales and dolphins to emphesise
its ecological Ilessage for young readers: I for one am
getting heartily sick of bed "green" writing. Good
intentions are not enough. Moral allegories about keeping
a cleaner, kinder planet in children's fiction seem to be
this season's issue: goodbye anorexia nervose and sexual
abuse ...

Fortunetely, however, Duane develops her tale into
something darker and unusually powerful es Nite discovers
that in taking on the pert. of the Silent Lord in en
5gelong undersea rituel she has agreed to Ilore than she
thought. And What is she going to tell her parents? The
build-Up to the story's climax is actually quite stunning
- much better then the last book. C.s. Lewis mey have
covered the Iloral territory in THE LION, THE WITCH AND
THE WARDROBE but he would never have created the
chillingly amoral shark.
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Valerie Kershew - - ROCKABYE lCorgi, 1991, 283pp, £3.99)

IReviewed by Andy Sawyer)

It's not that 01 ten that a suspense/horror novel comes
with a favourable quote from Bernard Levin on the back. A
swift plot summary of ROCKABYE would reveal only that
quite a lot of people have actually done this one to
death - it's the one ebout the woman with a dead child
who receives a Christmas card and phone messages from
the child: is she gOing off her head or is something
altogether more macabre heppening'l What seves this from
the slushpile is really two things. First, the quality of
Velerie Kershew's observation is excellent: the vividly
bitchy quality of life on e provinciel radio stetion
stands out in Kershaw's brief cheracter studies. Again,
these may be stereotypes - the Pushy Young Thing, the
Screamingly Gay But Ultima tely Nice Presenter, the
Programme Organiser Who Makes Stalin Seem CUddly - but
they're both sharp and light enough to contrast with the
growing suspense around lsobel's eerie dilemma. The
author hes worked in local redio, and one suspects that
some of her wry inciden tal anecdotes of interviewers not
knowing the first thing about their subjects, or trying to
deal wi th someone who cen only converse in impenetrable
jergon, are not too far from whet actually happens.
Certainly they make emusing reading.

Secondly, Kershaw pulls ot f extremely well the
difficult tesk of meking the true villeln 01 the piece
someone who doesn't actually appear in the story a tall,
who in fact died shortly before the story opened: Charlie,
Isobel's charming but seli-centred eX-husband, whose
desertion for another woman exacerbated her nervous
breakdown.

Above all, Valerie Kershaw doesn't indulge in all the
heavy-handed sub-Gothic nastiness that you see in so
many manifestations of this plot. There are few
confrontations: just qUirks of cheracter and anuncoiling
menece. What happens isn't important - though I won't
reveal the solution so that you can experience the
suspense and occasional misdirection - but the experience
of reeding this neat and economicel chiller is.

I

Douglas Borton - - JCAIlSTOPPER (Grafton, 1991, 254pp,
£3.99)
Timing is ell: this was published in this country at the
time the press were going rabid ebout pit-bull terriers,
though it was first pUblished in the US in 1988. There's



a pack of specially bred attack dogs: Cleo, Mr Dobbs,
Bigfoot and their leader, Razor: bred to seek warm blood
and fresh human meet . . . Not recommended for dog
10vers.(Hik Morton)

lack L. Chalker - - RlDERS OF THE wnms <H.E.L., 1991,
276pp, £3.50)

Interesting idea: unl1kely events come about becauseof
"changewinds" sweeping through the cosmos, but it's
difficult to enthuse over a book whose characters are
distinguished not by their actions and reactions but by
their appearance ("big woman", "fat woman", "butterfly
woman" . . . ) Sequel to WHEN THE CHANGEWINDS BLOW- oh,
and surprise I the story will continue in volume three.
(Phil Nichols)

Louise Cooper - - IllFERlfO (Grafton, 1991, 241pp, £3.99)

FOR SALE: one copy of the second book in bog-standard
fan tasy series, The IndigO Saga. One Albanian lek ono.
(Ian Sales)

Louise Cooper - - NEMESIS (Grafton, 1991, 246pp, £3.99)

First in the Indigo series. Anghara Kaligsdaughter is
naughty and opens (Pandora's) box, letting loose a host of
demons. So she is ostracised, changes her name to Indigo,
and has to go find and then defeat the demons one by
one. She only kills off one demon per book, so expect a
long series ...

Stunningly bog-standard: Mills S Boon meets Dungeon a.
Dragons. It's even got a map in the front. (Ian Sales)

Louise Cooper - - IJIFAlITA (Grafton, 1991, 318pp, £3.99):
HOC1'URJfE (Grafton, 1991, 291pp, £3.99): TROIIA
(Grafton, 1991, 268pp, £3.99)

Mmmll - editorial dilemma. know Ian Sales (above)
loathed the first two volumes of this reissued
(originally Unwin Hyman) series. But checking my review of
volume 4 <NOCTURN) in PI 81 I see I found sOllething to
offer and the new installment, TROIKA, isn't bad. More and
more fantasy writers are unable to construct a sentence
that hasn't been written somewhere before, usually
grammatically. The Indigo saga certainly doesn't celebrate
these heights of awfulness and may well be enjoyed by
those who like the idea of the ill-fated heroine and
faithful wolf. Few surpriseS are presented, but, to be
honest, few real instances of raw turkey. Perhaps it's a
typical exallple of the kind of fantasy which fades from
the mind when worse stuff refuses to leave no matter how
much you wish it would. (Andy Sawyer)

lohn Gideon - - GREELEY'S COVE (Headline, 1991, 422pp,
£4.99)

The editor who bought this book should be shot. It has
all the faults that budding writers are taught to avoid:
book-saidism, cl1ches by the handful, wafer-thin
characterisation, and a plot tha t 's been done before and
better. Even Piers An thony writes better than this
<Ian Sales)

SheHa Gllluly - - Rl'fNYM'S DAUGHTER \Headline, 1991,
4Ji'pp, £4.991
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you l1ked the others you'll probably enjoy it. despite the
title there are no dragons (unless I nodded off more
often than I remember) but it's an intricately plotted
suppo~edly Celtic fantasy full of journeys and magic
(dweomer). The heroine ends up haVing to make an
agonising choice, but her language and attitude are so
modern I never doubted how she would decide. (Norman
Beswick)

Rex Miller - - SLICE <Pan, 1991, 317pp, £3.99)

Serial killer thriller with good plot ting and an eregetic
style that works most of the time. When Miller really
gets his shit together, he's gOing to tear the horror
field apart. (Hm Steel)

Andrew Neidermlln - - THE 0EVn. 'S ADVOCATE (Legend, 1991,
313pp, t:3 .99)

This is one for everybody who thinks that lawyers who
defend rapists and murderers by shredding their victims'
testimonies in court are agents of the Devil. nasty
lawyer Kevin Taylor joins a law firm who are agents of
the devil. A mediocre plot, not helped by the fact that
the characters are all so unsympathetic that you're glad
when they get their comeuppance. Sub-standard stuff from
the man who is also the current incarnation of Virginia
Andrews. <Ion Wallace)

Nike Shupp - - DEATH'S GREY LAND (Headline, 1991, 322pp.
£4.50)

Fourth of the Destiny Makers series, this has an ex-Ham
vet an impossible 90,000 years ahead in time, using crude
20th-century tactics in an unbelievable future war, while
others zip back and forth in time confUSing matters.
Space Opera, mayhem and rather a lot of chit-chat:
disappointing. (Ken Lake)

Nary Stentoo - - PIPER AT THE GATES OF DAWN (N.E.l.., !W,
307pp, £4.99)

A sequel to THE HEAVENLY HORSE FROM THE OUTERMOST WEST,
this animal-fantasy is written by an author who has a
great love and sympathy for the horses that are the
characters in her book. Much of the plot concerning the
stallion Piper's attempt to save the souls of his sire and
dam from the evil mare El Arat, the Soul Taker, takes
place in an eqUine Otherworld, but the chapters set in
the "real" world are the more enjoyable, with their
horses' eye view of life on a ranch. If you are a fantasy
enthusiast who liked WATERSHIP DOWN and who has fond
reminiscences of Bl.ACK BEAUTY then this book migh t be
worth trying. (Lynne 8ispham)

•

<Reviewed by Andy Jti1..1s)

INTERZONE so - 51
(Augu.~ - S.p~.Mb.r 1991)

I've been reviewing IMTERZONE for PI for five years now.
In this tille I've read and pronounced on issues I've
considered excellent and issues I've considered poor, with
1Il0st falling in the middle ground. But I have never
before felf angry about an issue, that is, until I
received the September edition. First, though, I shall turn
to the August issue, no. 50. bear in mind, however, the
sound of knives being sharpened in the background.

Mass-market edition of the conclusion to the cjreenoriar
trilogy \first reVlewed in Pi dSI. A pastoral epic which
treads the usua 1 paces bu t presen ts the charac ters in
more sympa the tic mode than is normal with the result
that it is far less twee than you'd think from haVing
read the first volume. Despite characters caled
Brockleburr, Toby and Peewit, it is really quite eHec tive.
And it appears to have nothing to do with role-playing
8ames,(Andy Sawyer I

Martin R. Greenlierg <Ed.) - - NIGHTMARES ON ELM STREET:
FR£DOY ICRUEGER'S SEVEN SWEETEST DREAMS <Futura, 1991,
289pp, £3.99)

Not having seen the films, these seven stories by the
likes of Tom Elliott and Nancy A. Collins were my first
encounter with 01' razor-digits. The tales are readable
enough, but I suspect the anti-hero himself works better
on the screen (Mat Coward)

Katherine Kerr DRAGOHSPELL: THE roUTHERff SEA
(Grafton, 1991, 495pp, £4.99)

This is the fourth volume in the Oeverry series, and if

" Upon the rack in print"



There are three strong stories here. Nicola Griffith
scores once again with 'Wearing My Skin'. Clever this:
Griffith makes everything in the story point to
"possession" yet a t the same time toys with the reader,
so tha t you think you know how the story will end bu t
you're not sure. Ian Lee and Greg Egan retum to form
with 'Pigs, Mostly' and 'Appropriate Love' respectively. The
former is a comedy about a son who, returning to his
parents' farm, discovers their odd secret. The latter is e
disturbing tale of e future where surrogate bodies can be
grown; due to finencial constraints a woman has to carry
the brain of her accident-victim husband in her womb
whilst a new body is developed for him. 'Appropriete Love'
is cutting-edge fiction from Egan end is the best story
in this issue. 'Remnants' by Diane Mapes is similar to a
recent story by Elizabeth Hand in that it features en
"en ti-men" conspiracy of women. More e derk f ency than e
successful story. At one point in the concluding pert of
'The Beryonic Lords' by Stephen Bexter a human discourse
goes thus:

'''I don't understand,' Sure said. 'Whet should we do?'
'How could I know?' Erwel snapped. 'We weit, I

suppose.'"

The reeder does much the seme with the story, 1.e.
weit for the next development to be described and
expleined by the author. The concepts are such thet there
is little opportunity for anticipation 'or involvement by
the reader. Thus, despite the imegination displeyed, the
novella - for me anywey - is a feilure. Stephen Bexter is
interviewed this issue, as is Rachel Polleck.

IZ 50 is a "normal" IZ. IZ 51 is most certainly not. It
is in feet the fifth issue of MILLION, editor David
Pringle's other magezine, with en IZ cover. The reason for
this is given thus:

"INTERZONE has almost 2,000 subscribers, while MILLION
has just over 500 . . . the bulk of INTERZVNE'S reeders
have not read MILLION - and they don't know whet they've
been missing. We very much hope that they'll enjoy this
sample issue and consider subscribing."

Pringle goes on to say that there would be financial
savings by running the two magezines es one end that it
would also enable he and his wife to take a holidey. Too,
the contents are biased towards fentasy and SF, with
interviews with Terry Pratchett , J.G. Bellerd (elbeit
three yeers old - the interview, not Bellard . . . ) end
Anne Rice, a list of 100 "significant romences" from
Pringle via Brian Stebleford, Stebleiord again on Edger
Rice Burroughs's Tarzan books, end 'The Snow Sculptures of
Xanedu', a short story by Kim Newmen set in an America
where Cherles Fos ter Kane really lived bu t the film abou t
him was "killed".

However, there's a lot more besides which will
probably be of little or no interest to SF fans - articles
on thrillers, the crea tor of Rembo, popular culture,
reviews of romantic and crime fiction, and other sundry
items. Not the usual IZ fare.

IZ, would, I hope, regard itself as being a
professional publication; if so the reasons given for this
exercise ought to be discounted - the editor going on
holiday, helping another magaZine in the same steble and
most especially thet of introducing its readers to
MILLION. Io/e already knew what MIUION wes all about 
there had been sufficient advertising for that - so if
Devid Pringle wanted to show us, then en insert would
have been e suitable vehicle for this. At £2.25 a throw,
IZ is not cheap. Subscribers heve a right to expect the
promised goods from the editor, not another product. I
hope the "experiment" will not be repeated; as it is, I
cannot recommend thet you purchase 12 51.

•
~
J

[[Feeling that Andy ~illl ..de IOU pOints there which needed reply
- and, lilo, being I lubscriber to both INTERitJNE Ind "ILUM
10Hwhlt puzzled by receiving one .agulne instud of two - [ lent
editor Dlvid Pringle I copy of the Ibove revltw. He replied IS

. follows: only the Illluhrse title is Iline.]
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THE MILLJZONE ISSUE

Andy Hills is engry <lbou t INTERZONE 51 (which was the
INTERZONE/MILLION "crossover" issue). We are sorry to hear
that. Ironically we - that is, the editorial te<lm of
INTERZONE - were much more angry, regretful and
apprehensive abou t the preceding two issues of INTERZONE,
numbers 49 and 50, and we expected to receive nany more
adverse comen ts abou t them than we have done . ..

What happened with issues 49 and 50 W<lS this (and
bear wit!) me, it does have a strong relevance to the
question of issue 51): we conmissioned a "design house"
called Hel ter Skel ter to typese t, art edit and redesign
the magazine. They seemed to have good profession<ll
creden tials, showed us impressive portfolios of their past
work, etc. In the even t, their work on issues 49 and 50
of INTERZONE WAS LITTLE SHORT OF ABYSMAL. In terms of
typesetting, standard of illustration and overall
production value, these are probably the worst two issues
of the magazine we have ever pUblished (they do con tain
some very good stories, though, IJtJrred as they are by
typographical errors). Stricken by this disaster, and
expecting an avalanche of complain ts from readers, we
sacked the new design people - see my further comments
in the editorial of INTERZONE 52, just out this week 
and reverted to our old production methods <'typesetter
BrytJn W1111amson was willing to resume the job, bless
him). Oddly enough, few complaints from readers did in
fact reach us; nor does Andy Mills seem to have noticed
(or at any rate he has kindly refrained from commenting
on) the severe shortcomings of the typesetting and
tJrtwork in #49 and #50.

The sudden reversion to our old methods of production
and art-editing left us with one imediate problem: we had
no artists' illustrations on hand for the stories which
were slated to appear in issue 51, nor did we have
sufficien t time to commision any for tha t issue. On
resuming the art-editing myself, I did commision SHS,
Kevin Cullen, Martin McKenna and others to illustrate the
relevant stories, but their illustrations could not be
ready until the normel deadline for issue 52. Hence, the
idetJ of making number 51 tJ special wMD.l..ION" crossover
issue was a godsend: it allowed us to mainttJin our

schedule and produce an issue in August where otherwise
there lTJigh t have been a n'as ty gap . . . (or, a t any ra te,
we might have had .to produce an issue without any
illus tra tions).

So that is one major reason for the crossover - which,
unfortunately, I did not mention in the editorial of
INTERZONE 51 itself. Of course, the other retJsons given
there are also valid. Could I naire a few further comments
on Andy M11ls's specific poin ts abou t the con ten Is o{
issue 51? Although he's perfectly entitled to his
opinions, I think he's misleading in some of his remarks.

He says the J.G. Ballard interview is three years old.
True, but wha t he doesn't add is tha tit is prevlously
unpUblished anywhere. Just to baldly state that it6s
three years old gives the strong impression that it's a
reprin t, which it isn't. he complains tha t we \le included
"articles on thrillers, the crea tor o{ Rambo, popular
culture" and implies tha t none of these will be of any
interest to SF/Fantasy readers. J beg to differ. The
article on thrillers was by D..niel £asterm<ln, whose 0'"'"
work in tha t genre verges on the {an tas tic and the
science-fictional. (His latest novel, NAOMI'S ROOM, is a
"ghost story"). David Norrell, the creator of Rambo, has
written horror fiction; he also pays an interesting
tribute in his interview to his literary mentor, SF writer
Wi11iam Tenn . . . The piece on "popultJr culture" by Toby
Young is stuffed full of references to SF and horror
mOVies, from ROBOCOP to THE Sn.ENCE OF THE LAMBS. All of
this material, I would submit, is of potential interest to
most SF/F'antasy readers; it certainly interested me.

Andy goes on to complain about the ''reviews 9f
romantic and crime fiction ... not the usual 12 fare."
true enough, but what he (crucially) doesn't add is that
"the usual12 fare", in terms of reviews, is also there .
That is, there is an SF film review column by HicJr Lowe,
a TV column by ltIendy Bradley. They <Ire in fact all there,
in INTERZONE 51, and Andy's review fails to mention them.
He gives the misleading impression that all NHJders are
going to ge t are Nary (.adogan's romance reviews and Ma t
Coward's cri11Je reviews ... not so: the latter items are
a bonus, for those who might be interested - all the
usual SF/F'antasy review material is also present!

Sorry to ran t on, bu tit does make me annoyed tha t

Andy Mills is criticizing this crossover issue so harshly
when the real failings (which are a severe eJDbarrassmen t
to us) were in the typesetting, art and production
standards of the preceding two issues. Ah, well.
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(V~rious people kindly pointed out thet I re~lly must
heve liked Greg Beer's QUEEN OF ANGELS to have given it
two reviews in two successive issues, and thanks to all
the competition entrants who said nice things about the
magazine. GENE ROWE, though, chose to comment at length
about the content of one of the reviews ... J

Jim Provan, reviewing FRONTIERS by lsaac AsiJJlov, wrote
everyone over the age of twelve knows thet Asimov's SF is
utter bollocks." This came to me as quite a shock. I
rushed to check my birth certificate - born 1966 it said.
Further proof? The documen t could be forged?! Digging I'

short, curled hair from my bar of soap the next moming 
sign of post-pubescence - 1 decided that I hed ell the
evidence 1 needed. And yet - I don't consider Asimov's SF
"bollocks"! Sorry, Jim, but your assert/! tionlhypothesis is
refuted. As one who was weaned on the Good Doctor I feel
I ough t to speak ou t in his defence. /llhile I would
probably (nO, definitely) agree that, alas, Or Asimov's
work over the last decade or so is not quite up to ptJT'

(okay, okay, it's bolloclrs), I would not concur with J.P.'s
asessment of the author's two most famous crestions: the
FOUNDATIONsaga and the Robot stories.

I'd like to make a point about the FOUNDATION series.
J.P. considers it inadequa te on the basis the t
Psychohistory is "fundamentelly flawed", in that it relies
on purely "casual" (sic) forces, [[ I suspect that was my
own typo - sorry (Ed.> ll, ignoring human free will. The
first point I'd like to meke is thet Psychohistory doesn't
seem to me to be as purely determisistic in its inception
as J.P. assumes - if it were then how could a r~ndOJll

event like the appearance of the Mule have such an
effect. Although Heisenberg's Uncertein ty Principle
ensures thet any predictive model or theory cen only
really be "deterministic" within certain limits or bounds
- such that we must talk about the possibilities thet
events will take place because we cannot accuretely
messure everything - we ~ still make predictions. Human
free will is one of those difficult-to-measure forces
which is a.1Jllost certain to bugger up any nice predictive
model of human history - but it SeeDIS to me th~t Asimov
recognises this, as do the Second Foundationers, who are
seen es forever striVing, ectively, to keep events going
in the direction their pet theory has predicted (i.e. they
do not just sit baclr on their butts and let the causal
forces h~ve their d~y). If the predictions of

psychohistory are ~ccura te, it jus t shows tha t the theory
is a good one, or else that the limits in which the
theory is seen to be sucessful and predictive ~re rather
broad. No problem.

My second ppoint is this: whosever said thet SF was
LlQ1 allowed to be predictive, or to wax upon
unlikelihoods? Does JoP. consider all stories thet employ
unlikely technologies or premises or theories - like
f~ster- than-l1gh t speceships, time travel, or a really
accura te discipline of Psychohistory - "bollocks· or
"flawed· because they 19nora present day theories or
facts, and therefore appear scien tificelly dubious? Surely
the key to good SF is not how velid or realis tic its
predictions tum out to be, but rether, the key is whether
the au thor remeins in ternelly consis ten t within the
bounds and rules that s/he has leid down in that initial
premise or world? Science Fiction has always been a genre
in which fantastical ideas and theories may be expressed,
and to teke away this priVilege, and to limit the genre in
this or any other wey, would be to do SF a greet
disservice,

Now, 1£ J.P. dislikes Asimov because of his c~rdbo~rd

characters - well, that's another matter. , .
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